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Metallurgy is the science of metallic materials. It is a discipline within the broader field of Material Science. Metallurgy
deals with production of metallic components used in our everyday life. This covers the extraction of metals from their
ores, alloy production and fabrication into the useful.

Metals are shaped by processes such as: Casting â€” molten metal is poured into a shaped mold. Forging â€” a
red-hot billet is hammered into shape. Rolling â€” a billet is passed through successively narrower rollers to
create a sheet. Laser cladding â€” metallic powder is blown through a movable laser beam e. The resulting
melted metal reaches a substrate to form a melt pool. By moving the laser head, it is possible to stack the
tracks and build up a three-dimensional piece. Extrusion â€” a hot and malleable metal is forced under
pressure through a die , which shapes it before it cools. Sintering â€” a powdered metal is heated in a
non-oxidizing environment after being compressed into a die. Machining â€” lathes , milling machines , and
drills cut the cold metal to shape. Fabrication â€” sheets of metal are cut with guillotines or gas cutters and
bent and welded into structural shape. Work hardening creates microscopic defects in the metal, which resist
further changes of shape. Various forms of casting exist in industry and academia. These include sand casting ,
investment casting also called the lost wax process , die casting , and continuous castings. Each of these forms
has advantages for certain metals and applications considering factors like magnetism and corrosion. Common
heat treatment processes include annealing , precipitation strengthening , quenching , and tempering. There is
a balance between hardness and toughness in any steel; the harder the steel, the less tough or impact-resistant
it is, and the more impact-resistant it is, the less hard it is. Tempering relieves stresses in the metal that were
caused by the hardening process; tempering makes the metal less hard while making it better able to sustain
impacts without breaking. Often, mechanical and thermal treatments are combined in what are known as
thermo-mechanical treatments for better properties and more efficient processing of materials. These processes
are common to high-alloy special steels, superalloys and titanium alloys. Plating Electroplating is a chemical
surface-treatment technique. It involves bonding a thin layer of another metal such as gold , silver , chromium
or zinc to the surface of the product. This is done by selecting the coating material electrolyte solution which
is the material that is going to coat the work piece gold, silver, There needs to be two electrodes of different
materials one the same material as the coating material and one that is receiving the coating material. It is also
used to make inexpensive metals look like the more expensive ones gold, silver. Shot peening Shot peening is
a cold working process used to finish metal parts. In the process of shot peening, small round shot is blasted
against the surface of the part to be finished. This process is used to prolong the product life of the part,
prevent stress corrosion failures, and also prevent fatigue. The shot leaves small dimples on the surface like a
peen hammer does, which cause compression stress under the dimple. As the shot media strikes the material
over and over, it forms many overlapping dimples throughout the piece being treated. The compression stress
in the surface of the material strengthens the part and makes it more resistant to fatigue failure, stress failures,
corrosion failure, and cracking. Thermal spraying Thermal spraying techniques are another popular finishing
option, and often have better high temperature properties than electroplated coatings. Thermal spraying, also
known as a spray welding process, [21] is an industrial coating process that consists of a heat source flame or
other and a coating material that can be in a powder or wire form which is melted then sprayed on the surface
of the material being treated at a high velocity. The spray treating process is known by many different names
such as hvof, plasma spray, flame spray, arc spray, and metalizing. Microstructure[ edit ] Metallography
allows the metallurgist to study the microstructure of metals. Metallurgists study the microscopic and
macroscopic properties using metallography , a technique invented by Henry Clifton Sorby. In metallography,
an alloy of interest is ground flat and polished to a mirror finish. The sample can then be etched to reveal the
microstructure and macrostructure of the metal. The sample is then examined in an optical or electron
microscope , and the image contrast provides details on the composition, mechanical properties, and
processing history. Crystallography , often using diffraction of x-rays or electrons , is another valuable tool
available to the modern metallurgist. Crystallography allows identification of unknown materials and reveals
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the crystal structure of the sample. Quantitative crystallography can be used to calculate the amount of phases
present as well as the degree of strain to which a sample has been subjected.
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Metallurgy is a domain of materials science and engineering that studies the physical and chemical behavior of metallic
elements, their inter-metallic compounds, and their mixtures, which are called alloys. Metallurgy is used to separate
metals from their ore.

Many of these devices would not be apparent to an individual making a brief inspection of works such as
these, and it is for this reason that the writer proposes to outline a few of the devices which have been evolved
by the engineering department of the Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty. In the ordinary methods of boring
an external spherical casing, that is with a radius bar attached to the tool rest of a lathe, there is always an error
in the bore. It has two flat sides, and this error is inherent in the ordinary orthodox method and cannot be
corrected. The tool is not exactly fool proof, but in the hands of an average mechanic an absolutely perfect
sphere can be bored. The casing has to be held in the lathe in such a manner that one half can be removed
without affecting the setting of the work. The business end of the tool is then placed inside the remaining half
case and the shank is gripped in the slide rest of the lathe. The tool point must be set exactly on the vertical
centre-line of the lathe and the revolving disc set central. The half casing that has been removed can now be
replaced on the job. By rotating the handle the disc is revolved on the central pin and the inserted tool will cut
an exact sphere, the diameter of which can be varied by moving the cutting point outward until the correct size
is obtained. Owing to the hard knocks they receive when they go over the tip end of the machine they
frequently fracture and parts of the pallets find their way into the sinter crushers and cause a lot of damage.
This trouble has been almost entirely eliminated by placing a mild-steel bar through the mould in which the
pallet is cast and running the metal around it. This method of reinforcing castings is shown in Fig. It is not
claimed that any additional strength is given by the use of the reinforcing bar, but it is claimed that the trouble
was cured. The pallets can crack now in three or four places but they are held together like a lot of beads are
held on a string, and go on with their work as well as ever. There are a few points in connection with this that
are worth knowing. It is essential that all moulds are thoroughly dry before being poured, because if damp
sand is used, drops of moisture form on the reinforcing bars and blow-holes are the result. The most successful
results seem to be obtained when the relative proportions of the cast-iron and the reinforcing bar are about 5 to
1. Clean bar stock must be used for reinforcing. If rusty, it must be put through a rumbler. It was found that the
ordinary buckets elevating solid material, viz. One of the engineers, Mr. Tonkin, made and installed buckets
shown in Fig. The projecting lip at each end should be noted. This idea effectually cured the whole bother and
incidentally reduced the load on the motor. These jackets are standardized. They have 5 studs and 2 water-pipe
connections in each. Two of the studs are for the cleaning door, the other three are to hold the tuyere casting.
The jackets weigh about 7 cwt. For some time past these stud and pipe connections have been cast in the
jacket and have saved endless trouble. The jackets are never inside of the workshops now. At first a little
brother was experienced with the stud and pipe sockets. If they were twisted too hard they would loosen. A
recess is now cut in the part that is cast in the jacket, and this effectually locks them. They can neither back in
or out of the casting. These recesses are shown in Figs. The fine in the centre is made to fit between the cheeks
of the bearing and the cap is then bolted down in place. Both top and bottom halves are then run in one pour.
The mandrel is then removed and no further work, except cutting oil races, should have to be done on the
bearing. The works used hundreds of drums of crude oil. These drums had one screwed connection on them
for filling and emptying, A vent hole had to be punched in the drums and subsequently soldered up. A small
tube rivetted in the emptying cock and projecting up to the top of the drum effectually solved the problem.
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Management in Metallurgy The Management in Metallurgy Section responds to the ever-growing needs of MetSoc
members who find themselves in positions requiring a set of non-technical skills that rarely anyone gets at university or
in graduate studies.
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Read "Technical metallurgy by D. R. Cliffe, Journal of Applied Crystallography" on DeepDyve, the largest online rental
service for scholarly research with thousands of academic publications available at your fingertips.

5: Mechanical Metallurgy by George E. Dieter
Andrew Hoyle is an accomplished and motivated Mineral Process and Study Manager with a track record of identifying
operational deficiencies and developing a culture of continuous improvement in mining.

6: Metallurgy - Wikipedia
Technical Program. Held with the co-located conference AMPM, Additive Manufacturing with Powder Metallurgy,
POWDERMET attendees will have access to over technical presentations from worldwide experts on the latest research
and development.

7: Metallurgy Expertise & Development for Specialized Products
Technical Sessions Review our technical program for POWDERMET and the co-located AMPM Additive Manufacturing
with Powder Metallurgy conference. AMPM now includes an entire extra day of technical program.

8: Mechanical Metallurgy
Technical Highlights: Process Modeling of Low Cost Powder Metallurgy Technology for Particle Reinforced Aluminum:
Major research efforts within the U.S. auto industry are driven by the need to reduce the weight of future vehicles to
meet U.S. Council for Automotive Research (USCAR) and Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) goals.

9: Mechanical Tools used in Metallurgy
Technical experts, operations managers and engineers depend on this handbook as the definitive source for
metallurgical information and more. The Industry Standard for More Than 60 Years Our metallurgy guide was the first of
its kind in the industry - the original reference book for metallurgical standards and expertise.
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